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1. Introduction and preliminaries 
All topological spaces considered are assumed to be completely regular and 
HausdoriT. Thus, by a space we mean a comp!ei$ :-Ggular, M~usdorfI space and 
PX denotes the tech-stone compact’fication of ;d +ace X. A zero-set in a space 
X is a set of the form f-‘(O), where f is a real-valued, continuous function on X. 
A subspace S of X is said to be z-embedded in X if each zero-set in S is the 
restriction to S of a zero-set in X (cf. [ 1,3]). In this paper, we consider the problem 
when, for spaces X and Y, 
X x Y is z-embedded in X x px (z,) 
In particular, we define the class of spaces called R-spaces; it includes the class 
of Blair [2] and cc.ltains all pseudocompact spaces and all normal P-spaces in the 
sense of Morita [ 131. Some of the main theorems are: 
(i) Y is an R-space iff (2,) for each metric space X; 
(ii) Y is a weak cb-space [12] iff (2,) for each a-locally compact, metric 
space X; 
(iii) Y is a locally compact, Lindeliif space iff (2,) fv each space X; 
(iv) X is a metric space ifI ( zI) fbr eacS *space 1’; 
b-4 is a a-locally compact, metric space iff (z,) for each weak cb-space Y; 
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(vi) X is a locally compact, metric space iff (2,) for each space Y. 
The problem of when 
X x Y is z-embedded in 63X x BY (3) 
was studied by Blair and Hager in [4]. The condition (2,) is much weaker than (zJ. 
In fact, (2,) does not hold even if both X and Y are discrete (see [4, Proposition 
2.1]), while (z,) holds in many cases; e.g., in the case whele X is a metric space 
and X x Y is normal (see Corollary 2.6 below). Nevertheless, (z,) implies various 
desarable conditions on X x Y. For example, as Morita [ 151 and the author [18] 
hrked independently, (z,) implies that 
X x Y is a rectangular product, (r) 
in the sense of Pasynkov [20]. It is known [9,20] that if (r), then dim(X x Y) d 
dim X i-dim Y and p( X x Y) = pX x p Y, where dim X is the covering dimension 
of X and bX is the Dieudonne completion of X, i.e., the completion of X with 
respect to its finest uniformity. A particularly interesting case of (z,) occurs when 
X is a metric space. The conditions (z,) and (r) are then equivalent o each other. 
Thus, (z,) can be replaced by (r) in the statements (i) and (ii) above. 
In Section 2, we clarify the relationship between (z,) and (r). In Sections 3 and 
4, we prove the above-listed results together with some related ones. The final 
Section 5 is devoted to applications. Our results tie up some loose ends of Blair 
and Hager’s ones. Moreover, we prove that X is a metric space iff X x YE Oz for 
each Y EOZ 
Throughout the paper, K and A denote infinite cardinals. As usual, a cardinal is 
the initial ordinal and an ordinal is the set of smaller ordinals. Thus, Q! < K and 
(Y E K mean the same thing. Let o (respectively wl) denote the first infinite (respec- 
tively first uncountable) ordinal. For a set A, IAl denotes the cardinality of A. For 
a space X, Z(X) (respectively Coz(X)) denotes the set of all zero- (respectively 
cozero-) sets in X, where a cozero-set is the complement of a zero-set. For general 
terminology, see [ 1,6]. 
The following lemmas will be used frequently: 
[ 1, Propositions 2.8 and 2.91. Zf { Ua}aEA c Coz(X) is a-locally finite in 
X, then IJcreA U, E Coz(X). 
[16, Lemma 2.3). If{Z,},,,cZ(X) and (U,},.,=Coz(X) arelocally 
finite in X and Za c Ua for each cy E A, then UaE A 2,. E Z(X). 
.3 [ 1, Theorem 7.91. Zf U E Coz(X), then U is z-embedded in X. 
oreover, we often use, without reference, the Nagata-Smirnov metrization 
theorem asserting that a space is metrizable if and only if it has a o-locally finite 
base (cf. [6, Theorem 4.4.71). 
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A subset of the form U x V, where U E Coz(X) and V E Coz( Y), of a product 
space X x Y is called a cozero-rectangle in X x Y. By a cczero-set cover we mean a 
cover consisting of cozero-sets. Let w x: X x Y + X denote the projection. For a 
family W of subsets of X x Y, we write vx( W) = { ?rx( W): WE %tr}. 
nition 2.1. A product space X x Y is X-rectangular if each finite, cozero-set 
cover of X x Y has a refinement ‘W consisting of cozero-rectangles in X x Y such 
that ?rx( ‘W) is a-locally finite in X. 
The equivalence (b) H(e) in the following theorem was stated by Morita [ 151 
without proof and, independently, by the author in [ 181. Since [ 181 is unpublished, 
we prove it here. 
2.2. The following conditions on a product space X x Y are equivalent: 
(a) If Y is a z-embedded subspace of a space 2, then X x Y is z-embedded inX x 2. 
(b) X x Y is z-embedded in X x p Y. 
(c) Each cozero-set of X x Y is the union of a family “ur of cozero-rectangles in 
X x Y such that ?rx ( w’) is a-locally finite in X. 
(d) Each countable, cozero-set cover of X x Y has a reJinement W consisting of 
cozero-rectangles in X x Y such that mx ( TF) is o-locally finite in X. 
(e) X x Y is X-rectangular. 
The key to the proof of Theorem 2.2 is the following lemma due to Terasawa 
[24] (cf. also [14, Theorem 2.51). 
mma 2.3 (Terasawa). Let 4e be a finite, cozero-set cover of the product X x Y of a 
space X with a compact space Y. Then there exist a locally finite, cozero-set cover 
{U&YEA of X and finite, cozero-set covers VW, cw~A,ofYsuchthat(U,xV: VECV~, 
a E A) is a refinement of %. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. As is well known, every bounded, real-valued, continuous 
function on Y can be extended continuously to PY Hence, Y is z-embedded in 
p Y from which the implication (a) + (b) is deduced. To prove (b) + (c), let G E 
Coz(X x Y); then by (b) there exists G* E Coz(X x /3 Y) with G = G” n (X x Y). 
There exist {G,},,, c Coz(X xpY) and (K,},,, c 2(X x pY) such that K, c G, c 
Kn+1 and 6” =U,,,, G,. For each n E w, let 
% = {G,,, (X x PY) - KJ. 
Then, by Lemma 2.3, there exist a locally finite, cozero-set cover { U,,: Q F A,} of 
Y and finite, cozero-set covers “v;a, aEA,,ofpYsuchthat{U,,xV: VE‘K,+E 
A,} refines sn. For each LY E A,, put 
V,, =~{VE Tna: U,,x i/c G,}n Y; 
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then V,,a E Coz( Y) and 
&n(Xx Y)cU{U,,x V,,: a~A,}cG,n(Xx Y). 
Hence, G = U { Una x Vna : a E A,,, n E o) and ( Uncl : Q! E A,, n E o} is u-locally finite 
in X. Thus, (c) is proved. The proof of (c) + (d) is straightforward, and (d) + (e) is 
obvious. Finally, to prove (e) + (a), assume that Y is z-embedded in a space 2 and 
let HE Coz(X x Y). It suffices to show that H = H*n (X x Y) for some H*E 
Coz(X x 2). There exist {HnjnEO c Coz(X x Y) and (Lnjncw c 2(X x Y) such that 
L,cH,cL,,+, and H=U,,, H,. By (e), each binary cozero-set cover { Hn, (X x 
Y) - L,,} of X x Y is refined by a cover ( I&, x V,, : /3 E B,}, consisting of cozero- 
rectangles, of X x Y such that {U,,: p E B,,) is u-locally finite in X. For each /3 E B,, 
Y being z-embedded in 2, there exists V$ E Coz(2) with V,, = V$, n Y. Put 
H:=U{L&x V:,: U,,+ V,scH,,,p~&k 
then Hz E Coz(X x 2) by Lemma 1.1 and 
L,,c Hzn(Xx Y)c H,,. 
Finally, let H* =Uncw H~.Then H*ECOZ(XXZ) and H=H*n(Xx Y), which 
completes the proof. Cl 
A product space X x Y is said to be rectangular if each finite, cozero-set cover 
of X x Y has a a-locally finite refinement which consists of cozero-rectangles in 
X x Y (cf. [203). By Theorem 2.2, if X x Y is z-embedded in X x PY, then it is 
rectangular. The converse, hcwever, is not true in general (see Remark after Theorem 
3.11 below). Nevertheless, in the proof of [23, Theorem 11, Tamano essentially 
showed that if X is a metric space, then rectangularity of XX 1’ implies X- 
rectangularity. We state what he proved as the following lemma. 
(Tamano). Let G be a cozero-set in the rectangular product of a metric 
space X with a space Y and S9 a u-locally finite base of X. Then there exists 
{VB: B&?}eCoz(Y) such that G=U(Bx V’: B&I}. 
Combining Theorem 2.2 with Lemma 2.4, we get the following theorem. 
Let X be a met.ic space r -l Y a space. Then X x Y is z-embedded in 
X x p Y if and only if X x Y is rectangbtar. 
As Pasynkov noted in [20], if X is a metric space and X x Y is normal, then 
X x Y is rectangular. Hence, we obtain the following corollary. 
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If X is a metric space and X x Y is normal, then X x Y is z-embedded 
in X XPY. 
Corollaw 2.7. Let X be a metric space and A a z-embedded subspace of a space Y 
such that X x A is rectangular. Then X x A is z-embedded in X x Y. 
Pro&. Let G E Coz(X x A). Then, by Lemma 2.4, there exists ( V’: B E 33) c Coz( A) 
such that G = u (B x V’: BE S}, where B is a a-locally finite base of X. For each 
BE B, A being z-embedded in Y, there exists Ws E Coz( Y) with Vs = Ws n A. 
Put H=U(Bx Ws: B&I}. Then HECOZ(XX Y) by Lemma 1.1 and G=Hn 
(XxA). •I 
We conclude this section by showing that if X x Y is z-embedded in X x PY, 
then X is metrizable in some cases. For a space X, 
w(X) = min{lal: 3 is a base of X} 
and 
pc( X) = min(h : every discrete family of nonempty open sets in X 
has cardinality <A} 
are the weight and the pseudocompactness number of X, respectively. By [6, Theorem 
3.10.223, a space X is pseudocompact (i.e., every real-valued, continuous function 
on X is bounded) if and only if PC(X) = w. 
If X x Y is z-embedded in X x p Y, then either X is metrizable or 
pc( Y) s w(X). 
roof. Assuming that pc( Y) > w(X) - K, we show that X is metrizable. There exists 
a discrete family (QJPEK of nonempty open sets in Y. For each (Y E K, choose a 
nonempty cozero-set G, in Y with .C& c Oa. On the other hand, by [6, Theorem 
1.1.15], X has a base {I&},,, consisting of cozero-sets. Put 
then G E Coz(X x Y) by Lemma 1.1. Since X x Y is z-embedded in X x PY, it 
follows from Theorem 2.2 that G is the union of a family 74f of cozero-rectangles 
in X x Y such that nx ( ‘IV) is a-locally finite in X. If we show that gx (‘IV) is a base 
of X, then X would be metrizable by the Nagata-Smirnov metrization theorem. Let 
x E X and H a neighborhood of x. Then x E B, c H for some p E K. Pick a point 
y E GP; then there exists U x VE w such that (x, y) E U x Vc 6. Since G n 
((X-B,)x{yD=O, x E U c H, which proves that rrx (71cr) is a base of X. Cl 
. The idea of the proof of Theorem 2.8 is inspired by that of [4, Theorem 3.11. 
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3. ~haractepi~atio~s of Y 
For a given class 9 of spaces, we consider the problem of characterizing those 
spaces Y such that X x Y is z-embedded in X x p Y for each X E 9. First, we solve 
the problem when 9 consists of metric spaces, for which we need some terminology 
and a lemma. For a cardinal K, K+ denotes the smallest cardinal greater than K. An 
open set is called K-open if it is the union of less than K many cozero-sets. By 
Lemma 1 .l, w, -open sets are cozero-sets. The following lemma will be used in the 
sequel. 
mma 3.1. If G E Coz(X x Y) and K = w(T~(G)), then q(G) is a &open set 
in Y. 
roof. There exists a dense subset D of rrx (G) with IDI s K. For each x E D, put 
G(x) = {y E Y: (x, y) E G}; then G(x) E Coz( Y). It is easily checked that 7rTTy(G) = 
Uxc~ G(x). 0 
We call the closure of a K-open set a basically K-closed set. For it E o t :, K~ 
denotes the set of functions from n to K. For f~ K” and m E n, flm denotes the 
restriction off to m and, conversely, if f is an extension of g E K~, t:ien we urite 
$3 g. Define K<O = lJn,, K”. A family {F(f):fe K<“} of subsets of a space is said 
to be monotone if F(f) 2 F(j”) whenever f~$. 
nition 3.2. A space Y is an R(K)-space if for each monotone family {F(f):f~ 
K<O} of basically &closed sets in Y, there exists {Z(f): fe K<~} c Z( Y) such that 
(3.2.1) F(f) c z(f) for each fc K<“, and 
(3.2.2) if gE K~ and (7,,,, F(gln) =Ib, then n,,,, Z(gln) =0. 
When viewed as a topological space, we consider a set of ordinals to have the 
discrete topology. Thus, the countable product K~ of K is a metric space with the 
metric p defined by p(cf; g) = 2-” if f# g, where m = min{n E o:f(n) # g(n)}, and 
p(f; g) = 0 if f= g (cf. [6, Example 4.2.121). Observe that w(K”) = K For a space 
X, we define the local weight lw(X) of X by 
Iw(x; = sup{ w(x, X): x E X}, 
where w(x, X) = min{w( U): U is a neighborhood of x}. Clearly, lw(X) s w(X). 
3.3. The following conditions on a space Y are equivalent: 
is an R( K)-space. 
x Y is z-embedded in X x /3 Y for each metric space X with lw( X) 6 K. 
x Y is z-embedded in X x /3 Y for each X c KY 
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roof. (a) + (b). Let X be a metric space with lw(X) d K. By [22, Lemma 21, X can 
be expressed as the topological sum of metric spaces, each of weight GK, and hence 
we can assume that w(X) G K without loss of generality. Moreover, we can assume 
that diameter X s 1, because we deal with the topological structure of X only. We 
now show that X x Y satisfies the condition (c) in Theorem 2.2. For this end, let 
GE Coz(X x Y); then there exist (Gn}nEw c Coz(X x Y) and {Zn}nEw c 2(X x Y) 
such that Gn c 2” c G,+, and G =U,,, G,,. Let n E o be fixed. We construct a 
family w;1 of cozero-rectangles in X x Y such that 
G”cu{W: WE ‘K,t)V-,+,, (1) 
and rrx(W;,) is a-locally finite in X. The following claims appear to be known; 
however, we prove them for the convenience of the reader. 
1. T&e space X has a base { B( f ): f E K<~} such thai 
(3.3.1) iffcf’, then B(f) = cl,B(f) / and 
(3.3.2) for each new, 9,={B(j’):f~~~} is a locall’ jnite, open cover of X and 
sup{diameter B: B E 3,) d 2-“. 
roof. Define 9$,= (X}, and assume tt At 9,, has been defined. By [ 1, Theorem 
10.11, there exists a locally finite, open cover {A(f ): f E K “} of X such that &A(f) c 
B( f ), f E K “. For each f E K “, since w(X) < K, we can find a locally finite, open cover 
{AU 4L, of &A(f) such that diameter A(cf; a) d 2-“-l far each ar E K. For each 
g E K”+‘, define 
B(g) = Ngln) n A(gIn, g(n)). 
Then %+, = {B(g): g E K n+‘} satisfies (3.3.1) and (3.3.2), which completes the 
proof. Cl 
Claim 2. For each x E X, there exist5 g E K“’ such that { B(gJn)},,, is a neighborhood 
base of x. 
Proof. For each n E o, let 0, ={f~ K”: x E B(f )}. For each m, n E ‘L) with m < n, 
define the map Q,,,” :i2, + LIE, by Q&f) =f In2 for f E a,. Then {a,, Q~,, w} is an 
inverse system. By (3.3.2), each 0, is finite and nonempty, and hence it follows 
from [6, Theorem 3.2.131 that there exists g E m 0,. Since diameter B(gln) s 2-“, 
n E 0, (B(gln)L is a neighborhood base of x. Cl 
We continue the proof of (a) + (b). For each f e K<~, let 
F(f) = &4~y[(B(f j x Yj n Gl n d-(B(f j x Y) -&+,I). 
Then, by Lemma 3.1, F(f) is basically &Closed and, by (3.3.1), W(fj:f E Kc? 
is monotone. Since Y is an R(K)-Space, there exists 3 = (z(f j: f E Kc”@ z( Y) 
satisfying (32.1) and (3.2.2). Here, we can assume that ZZ is monotone by considering 
n,,_, Z(flm) instead of Z(j) for f E K”, n E w, if necessary. For each f 7 Kc”, if 
R(fj#O, pick a point t(f)E B(f) and define 
J(f)=(y-z(fj)nb= Y:(t(f)~yj~W 
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If I = 0, define J(f) = $9. In any case, J(f) E Coz( Y). If we show that 
G,, = u {B(f) X J(f): j-E Kc”) c &+I, (2) 
then ‘&={B(f)xJ(f):fE~~~) would be the desired family satisfying (1). Let 
(x, JJ) E G,; then, by Claim 2, there exists g E K” such that {B(gln)},,, is a neighbor- 
hood base of x. Since 2” c G,,+, , for each z E Y, there exist n E w and a neighborhood 
V of z such that either 
B(gln)x Vc Gn+l or (B(gln)x V)n& =0. 
This means that n,,, F(gln) =0, and hence n,,, Z(gln) = 0 by (3.2.2). Since 9! 
is monotone, we can find m E o such that B(glm) x {y} c G, and y E Z(glm). Since 
(t(glm), y) E G,,, (x, y)~ B(glm) xJ(glm). To prove the second inclusion of (2), 
suppose on the contrary that there exists 
for some@ K<~. men ( W, yd E (B(f) x Y) n G, because yo E J(f), and (~0, YO) E 
(B(f) x Y) - &+I. Hence, yoe F(f) c Z(f), which contradicts the fact that yoc 
J(f). Now, (2) is proved. Let ?V = lJnEw Syn.ThenG=l_J(W: WE%V}by(l)and 
?sx (‘IV) is a-locally finite in X. Hence, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that X x Y is 
z-embedded in X x BY. 
(b)+ (c). Since lw(X) < w(K~) = K for each X c KO, this is obvious. 
(c)+ (a). Let {F(f)+ K <,) be a monotone family of basically &-Closed sets 
in Y. Consider the discrete space ~2 ( = K -I- K) and its countable product (K2)W. It 
should be remarked that ~~ (respectively Kcw) is a subset of (~2)~ (respectively 
(~2)~~). Define 
x = (K2)W -{g E Kw: n F(&Z) # fd}. (3) 
new 
For each f~ (~2)<~, define B(f) = {g E X: g 11). Then B(f) is a nonempty, open 
and closed set in X and {B(f): f~ (~2)~~) is a base of X satisfying (3.3.1) and 
(3.3.2) with K<~ replaced by (~2)~~. Let f~ K n, n E w, be fixed. For each Q! E K, 
extendftof, E (~2)“+’ by settingf,(n) = K + a. Then {B(f,)},., is a discrete family 
in X such that B(f,) c B(f) for each (Y E K. On the other hand, since F(f) is 
basically K +-closed and each cozero-set is the union of countably many zero-sets, 
we can find {F,,1,,, = z( Y) and (G,-A,, c Coz( Y) such that Ffa c Grp c F(f) for 
each (Y E K and F(f) =cly(UaEK F,,). Put 
K(f)= u Wf,)xF/,) 
QEK 
and 
L(f)= u (B(f,)xG,A 
UEK 
men, {B(f,)I,,K being discrete, it follows from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 that K(f) E 
2(X x Y) and t(f) E Coz(X x Y). 
3. {L(f):fc Kcw } is locally Jinite in X x Y 
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roof. For each n E w, let Hn = U {B(f) X F(f):f~ K~}. Then H,, = Hn+, and N,, 
is closed in X x Y, because {B(f): f~ K”} is discrete. Since L(f) c B(f) x F(f) for 
each f~ K<“, it suffices to show that n,,, H, = 0. If not, then there exists g E X 
SUCK that n,,, Ngln) # 0 and n,,, F(gln) f 0. This contradicts (3). 0 
For each n E w, let K,, =U {K(f):f~ K~, man}. Since K(f)c L(f) for each 
f EK<” , it follows from Claim 3 and Lemma 1.2 that K, E 2(X x Y) and n,,, K,, = 
0. Since (~2)” is homeomorphic to K~, X x Y is z-embedded in X x PY by our 
assumption. Hence, by Theorem 2.2, the countable, cozero-set cover {(X x Y) - 
KJneo of X x Y has a refinement { U,, x Vy),,EI., where U,, E Coz(X) and Vy E 
Coz( Y), such that {U,,}+- is a-locally finite in X. For each f E K<O, define 
Wf)=UW,: Wf& u,, v,nF(f)=O,yw. (4) 
Then V(f) E Coz( Y), because the right-hand family of (4) is at most countable. Let 
Z(f)= Y-V(f); then Z(f)EZ(Y) and F(f)cZ(f). It remains to show that 
{z(f): f E Kc” } satisfies (3.2.2). To show this, assume that g E K” and&, F(gln) = 
0. Then g E X by (3). For each y E Y, there exist S E r and m E w such that 
(g, Y) E US X h and 
(UsX Va)nK,=0. (5) 
Since W(gln)),,, is a decreasing, neighborhood base of g, there is Ia m such that 
B(g(2) c US. Put h = gll. If Vs n F(h) #0, then Vs n Fha Z 0 for some cy E K. Pick 
points t E I?( h,) and z E V, n Fha. Then 
(t,z)EB(h,jxFhaCK(h)cKm 
and 
(f,Z)EB(h)X I+= I&x V-6. 
These contradict (5). Hence, Vs n F(h) = 0, which implies that y E Vs c V(h), and 
thus yti Z(h). Now, it is proved that n,,, Z(gln) =0. The proof is complete. Cl 
A space Y is an R-space if for each K and each monotone family 
(F(f): fEK<” } of regular closed sets in Y there exists {Z(f ): f e K<“)c Z( Y) 
satisfying (3.2.1) and (3.2.2). Here a regular closed set is a set that is the closure of 
its interior. 
Since each basically K+-closed set is regular closed, an R-space is an R(K)-space 
for each K. The converse is also true by the following lemma. Let c( Y) denote the 
cellularity of a space Y, i.e., the smallest infinite cardinal A such that every pairwise 
disjoint family of nonempty open sets in Y has cardinality <il. 
mma 3.5. Each regular closed set in a space Y is basically c( Y)+-closed. 
roof. Let F be a regular closed set in Y. Take a maximal family % of disjoint, 
nonempty cozero-sets in Y included in intvF. Then the maximslity implies that 
F = cIy(U {G: GE $9)). Since 1991~ c( Y), F is basically c( Y)+-closed. Cl 
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Hence, an R-space is precisely a space which is an R(K)-space for each K. 
Combining this with Theorem 3.3, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. A space Y is an R-space if and only ifX x Y is z-embe dinXxPY 
for each metric space X. 
Each of the following spaces is an R(K)-space: 
‘space in the class Qz, i.e., a space in which every open set is z-embedded 
[2]. By [2, Theorem 5.11, Y EOZ if and only if each regular closed set in Y is a 
zero-set. Hence, each YE Oz is an R-space. The class 2 contains all perfectly normal 
spaces, all extremally disconnected spaces and arbitrary products of metric spaces 
(see [2,21-J). 
(2) A P(K+)-space, i.e., a space in which every intersection of equal or less than 
K many open sets is open. Since each basically K+-closed set in a P( K+)-space is 
open and closed, a P (K+)-space is an R( K)-space. A P( &)-space is usually called 
a P-space. 
(3) The preimage of a normal, K-Morita space under a perfect map, where a 
K-Morita space means a P(K)-space in the sense of Morita [ 131. This follows from 
the definition of a K-Morita space which is obtained by replacing “basically K+- 
closed” and “zero-” in Definition 3.2 by “closed” and “open”, respectively. 
(4) An W-space in the sense of Isiwata [ 111. Similarly to the proof of [ll, 
Theorem 1.31, one can prove that an M’-space is an R-space. An W-space is 
precisely a space which is homeomorphic to a C-embedded subspace of the product 
of a compact space with a metric space (cf. [lo]). All pseudocompact spaces and 
all M-spaces in the sense of Morita [13] are W-spaces. 
Second, we solve the problem when 9 consists of a-locally 
spaces. A space is called a-focally compact if it is the union of 
locally compact, closed subspaces. 
compact, metric 
countably many 
nition 3.7. A space Y is a C( K )-space if for each decreasing sequence {F,},,, 
of basically &Closed sets with n,,, F, = 8 (we write this situation symbolically 
as F, 5_ S), there exists {Zn}nEw c Z( Y) such that F, c Zn for each n and n,,, 2” = 0. 
Let S = (0) u {2-“),,, and J(K) the quotient set obtained from S x K by collapsing 
the set (0) x K to a point. A point in J(K) corresponding to (s, (u) E S X K is denoted 
by (s, cu). Observe that the foll&Jwing formula 
p((s, a), (s’, a’)) = yT”9 I i cy=cy’, f if (Y # cy’, 
defines a metric on J(K). The metric space J(K) is o-locally compact and lw(J( K)) = 
W(.f(K)) = K (cf. [6, Example 4.1.51). 
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The following conditions on a space Y are equivalent: 
(a) Y is a c(K)-Spm?. 
(b) X x Y is z-embedded in X x p Yfor each a-locally compact, metric space X with 
IW(x) s K. 
(c) J(K) x Y is z-embedded in J(K) xPY. 
To prove Theorem 3.8, we need the following lemma. 
Let K be a compact subset of a metric space X with w(X) s K and Y a 
C( K)-space. Assume that K x Y c GE Coz(X x Y). Then there exists a countable 
family W of cozero-rectangles in X x Y such that K x Y c U ( W: WE W) c G. 
roof. There exists {Hn}nEw c 2(X x Y) such that If, c int H,,+1, n E o, and G = 
U,,, If,. Since K is compact, there exists a neighborhood base { U,,}nEw of K such 
that U,,= Un+,, new. For each nEo, let 
Fn = cMn4( Un x Y) - &,I). 
Then F, is basically K+-closed by Lemma 3.1, and compactness of K implies that 
F, .J 0. Since Y is a C(K)-space, there exists {Z,,],,, c Z( Y) such that F, c Zn for 
each n and n,,,, 2” = 0. For each n E o, put Vn = Y -2,; then Vn E Coz( Y) and 
Un x Vn c H,. Hence, 
Kx Yc u (Unx Vn)cG, 
nEm 
as required. Cl 
roof of Theorem 3. (a)+(b). Let X be a o-locally compact, metric space with 
lw( X) s K. Similarly to the proof of (a) + (b) in Theorem 3.3, we can assume that 
w(X) s K. Being a-locally compact and paracompact, X has a cover {Ka},.A by 
compact sets and a a-locally finite, open cover { Ucr}aEA such that Km c Ua for each 
ar E A. To show that X x Y satisfies the condition (c) in Theorem 2.2, let GE 
Coz(X x Y). Let 9 be a o-locally finite base of X. Let (Y E A be fixed. By Lemma 
2.3, Ka x Y is rectangular and hence, by Lemma 2.4, there exists { Vs: B E 9)~ 
Coz( Y) such that 
Gn(K,xY)=U{(BnK,)xV& BEG}. 
For each BE 93, B n Ka is u-compact. Thus, using Lemma 3.9, we can find a 
countable family WaB of cozero-rectangles in X x V, such that 
(BnK,)xVsCU{W: WEcWas}cGn(XxVs) 
and gx( W) c B n Ua for each WE was. By Lemma 11.3, each WE wh~ is a cozero- 
retangle in X x Y. Define 
W=u{WaB: SEA, BE%}. 
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Then G = U { W: W E W}. Since both ( Uol}O.EA and 9) are a-locally finite in X, so 
is vx (V). Hence, it follows from Theorem 2.2 th;r X x Y is z-embedded in X x p Y. 
(b) + (c). This is obvious. 
(c)+ (a). Let t be the pivot of J(K) (i.e., t = (0, cu)). For each n E w, let I?, be the 
ball with centre t and radius 2-“. Then each B, contains a discrete family (B,,},,, 
of nonempty, open and closed sets in J(K). To show that Y is a C(K)-space, let 
U%I”E” be a sequence of basically K +-closed sets in Y with F, 4 0. For each n E w, 
similarly to the proof of (c) + (a) in Theorem 3.3, we can find (F”Q}QEK c Z( a() and 
G&K c Coz( Y) such that Fna c G,, c F, for each cy E K and F, = clY(UQEK Fna). 
Observe now that our task is strikingly similar to that presented by the proof of 
(c) + (a) in Theorem 3.3; so we only outline the proof. Define 
K= U (&,xL) and L= U (&,xGna) QEK QEK 
for each n E W. Then K, E 2(X x Y) and L, E Coz(X x Y). For each n E o, let 
K, = Urn=” K,,,. Since {L,},,, is locally finite and K,,, c L,, it follows from Lemma 
1.2 that K* E 2(X x Y) and fl,,,,,, K,, = 0. By (c) and Theorem 2.2, ((X x Y) - K,),,, 
has a refinement ( U,, x Vy}yE;-, where U,, E Coz(X) and VT E Coz( Y), such that 
( Uy)yET is a-locally finite in X. For each n E CO, put 
Zn= Y-u{V,: B,,c Uy, V,nF,=O,yO}. 
Then & EZ( Y), F, = Zn and n,,, Z,, = 0. Hence, Y is proved to be a C(K)- 
space. 0 
Recall from [ 121 that a space Y is a weak cb-space if for each sequence { F,},,W 
of regular closed sets with F, 4 $4, there exists {Z,,}nEw c Z( Y) such that F, c 2” for 
each n and n,,, 2” = 0. An R-space and a paracompact space (or more generally, 
a normal, countably paracompact space) are weak cb-spaces. Further information 
can be found in [ 1,123. By Lemma 3.5, a weak cb-space is precisely a space which 
is a C(K)-Space for each K. This can be combined with Theorem 3.8 to yield the 
following theorem. 
3.10. A space Y is a weak cb-space if and only if X x Y is z-embedded in 
X x /3 Y for each a-locally compact, metric space X. 
Third, we settle the case when P consists of all spaces. 
A space Y is locally compact and LindelCf if and only if X x Y is 
z-embedded in X x p Y for each space X. 
roof. If Y is locally compact and LindelGf, then YE Coz(pY), and hence X x YE 
Coz(X x /3Y). By Lemma 1.3, this implies that X x Y is z-embedded in X x /3Y 
Conversely, assume that X x Y is z-embedded in X x PY for each space X. Then, 
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as noted in the introduction, &(x x Y) = PX x p Y for each space X. Hence, it 
follows from [ 17, Remarks (4)] that Y is locally compact. To show that Y is Lindeliif, 
let F be a nonempty closed set in p Y with F A Y = 8. By [6, 3.12.241, it suffices to 
show that there exists 2 E Z(pY) for which F c 2 and 2 n Y = 0. Let A be the set 
of all continuous functions f from PY to the closed unit interval [O, l] such that 
f(x) = 0 for each x E F. For .f, g E A, we write fs g if f(x) < g(x) for each x. Define 
X = A u (xoo}, where xa is an ideal point, and topologize X by letting sets of the form 
A(f)=Mu(g~A:g~f), fM 
be basic neighborhoods of x, and declaring points of A to be open. Next, define 
a function h : X x Y + [O, I] by h(f, y) =f(y) for fc A and h(xCp, y) = 1. To check 
the continuity of h, let (x, y) E X x Y and E > 0. We only need to settle the case 
-3 - x,. Choose g E A with g(y) = 1, and let G = g-‘(( 1 -E, 13) n Y Then (A y’) E 
“A(g) x G implies that h(f, y’) =f(y’) 3 g(y’)> 1 - 8, and hence Ih(Xm, y) - h(f, y’)l < 
E. Thus, h is proved to be continuous. Since X x Y is z-embedded in X x j? Y, it 
follows from Theorem 2.2 that the cozero-set h-'((0, 11) is the union of a family ‘$V 
of cozero-rectangles in X x Y such that njc( %V) is a-locally finite in X. Since only 
countably many members of nx( w’) contain xp, we can find {fn}nEw c A and 
{ Vn)nEw c Coz( Y) such that 
{~a01 x Y= U (A(.&) x Vn) c h-‘((0, 11). 
lIEal 
Define 2 = nnEwfi’(0); then ZE Z@Y) and F c 2. For each n E w, V, nfi’(O) = 0, 
because y E Vn implies that (fn, y) E A(fn) x Vn c h-'((0, 11) and hence fn(y) = 
W,, Y)>O. Since Who covers Y, 2 n Y = 0, which completes the proof. Cl 
ark. Theorem 3.11 should be compared with [9, Theorem 31: A space Y 
is locally compact and paracompact if and only if X x Y is rectangular for each 
space X. 
In [4], Blair and Hager proved another theorem on the same line. Finally, we 
state it here for the sake of completeness; our proof of (a) + (b) is much simpler 
than theirs. 
3.12 (Blair and Hager). The following conditions on a space Y are equivalent: 
(a) ~4 Y) 4 al. 
(b) X x Y is z-embedded in X x p Y for each locally compact, LindelGf space X. 
(c) X x Y is z-embedded in X x /3 Y for each compact space X. 
roof. To prove (a) + (b), let X be a locally compact, Lindeliif space. Since X E 
Coz(/3X), XX Y is z-embedded in /3Xx Y by Lemma 1.3, and hence XX Y is 
Y-rectangular by Theorem 2.2. On the other hand, since pc( Y) d wI , each a-locally 
finite family of nonempty cozero-sets in Y is at most countable. These imply that 
X x Y is also X-rectangular. Hence, by Theorem 2.2 again, X x Y is z-embedded 
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in X x /3 Y. Thz implication (b) + (c) is clear. Since there exists a nonmetrizable, 
compact space X with w(X) = ol, (c) + (a) follows irom T eorem 2.8. 0 
We now turn to the problem of characterizing those spaces X such that X x Y 
is z-embedded in X x fl Y for each YE 9? We state the results, then proceed to the 
proofs. 
.I. 7he following conditions on a space X are equivalent: 
(a) X is a metric space. 
(b) X x Y is z-embedded in X x /3Y for each R-space Y. 
(c) X x Y is z-embedded in X x p Y for each discrete space Y. 
Theorem 4.2. A space X is a metric space with Iw( X) s K if and only if X x Y is 
z-embedded in X x /3 Y for each R ( K )-space Y. 
Theorem 4.3. The following conditions on a space X are equivalent: 
(a) X is a u-locally compact, metric space. 
(b) X x Y is z-embedded in X x p Y for each weak cb-space Y. 
(c) X x Y is z-embedded in X x p Y for each paracompact space Y. 
.4. A space X is a ur-locally compact, metric space with lw(X) s K if and 
only if X x Y is z-embedded in X x p Y for each C( K )-spulee Y. 
25. A space X is a locally compact, metric space if and only if X x Y is 
z-embedded in X x p Y for each space Y. 
roof of core .l. The implication (a)+(b) follows from Theorem 3.6 and 
(b) + (c) is obvious. To prove (c) + (a), consider the discrete space Y with 1 Y] = 
w(X). If (c) holds, then X x Y is z-embedded in X x PY. Since pc( Y) > w(X), it 
follows from Theorem 2.8 that X is metrizable. cl 
roof 0 .2. The “only if” part follows from Theorem 3.3. To prove the 
“if” part, assume that X x Y is z-embedded in X x BY for each R(K)-space Y. 
Then, by Theorem 4.1, X is metrizable. Let vY be the Hewitt realcompactification 
of a space Y; then each 2 E Z( X x v Y) intersects X x Y (cf. [7, Remarks 8.81). 
This combined with [ 1, Theorem 7.41 shows that if X x Y is z-embedded in X x p Y, 
then X x Y is C-embedded in X x vY, i.e., every real-valued, continuous function 
on X x Y extends continuously to X x vY. In [ 19, Theorem 3.51, we proved that if 
X x Y is C-embedded in X x vY for each P(K+)-space Y, then each point of X 
has a weakly K+-compact neighborhood. Here, a weakly K+-COInpaCt space is a 
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space each of whose open cover has a subfamily of cardinality SK with dense union 
(cf. Es]). As we have remarked in the preceding section, each P(K+)-space is an 
R(+space. Hence, it now follows that each point of X has a weakly K+-compact 
neighborhood. Since the weight of a weakly &compact, metric space is at most 
K, lw(X) G K, which completes the proof. q 
roe .3. The implication (a) + (b) follows from Theorem 3.10 and 
(b) + (cl is obvious. To complete the proof, assume that (c) holds; then by Theorem 
4.1, X is metrizable. If X is not a-locally compact, then by [22, Theorem 21, X can 
be embedded in a metric space 2 as a subspace which is not an F,. Let Zx be the 
set Z with the new topology obtained from the original one of Z by making each 
point of X isolated. Then Zx is paracompact and, by [23, Theorem 21, X x Zx is 
not rectangular, which implies that X x Y is 
contradiction completes the proof. Cl 
roof of Theorem This is immediate from 
not z-embedded in X x /3Z%. This 
Theorems 3.8, 4.2 and 4.3. Cl 
roof IIf eorem 4.5. If X x Y is z-embedded in X x /3 Y for each space Y, then 
by Theorem 4.1, X is metrizable. By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 
3.I1, X is locally compact. Conversely, if X is a locally compact, metric space and 
Y is a space, then by [20, Proposition 11, X x Y is rectangular. Hence, it follows 
from Theorem 2.5 that X x Y is z-embedded in X x BY. The proof is complete. rL1 
. By the above, we can say that Theorems 3.3,3.6,3.8 and 3.10 are reflexive. 
The author, however, does not know whether Theorem 3.12 is also reflexive. In 
other words, if X x Y is z-embedded in X x p Y for each space Y with pc( Y) Q wl, 
then is X locally compact and Lindeliif? In the following, we show that o-compact- 
ness of X does not suffice in Theorem 3.12. 
.6. There exists a space Y with pc( Y) s wl, such that J(o) x Y is not 
z-embedded in J(o) x f3 Y. 
roof. By Theorem 3.8, it suffices to find a separable space Y which is not a 
C(w)-space. Let X be an arbitrary, separable, pseudocompact, but not countably 
compact space (e.g., [ 1, Example 5, p. 981). Then X includes a sequence S = (s,!), 
with no accumulation point. Choose a sequence {t,),,, of distinct real numbs. d 
converging to 0 and set T= (0)~ {?n~n~w. Consider the product space X x 7 ~ti 
its subspace 
Y=(xx{o})u(sx T). 
Then Y is separable. To show that Y is not a C( w j-space, define F, = {s, : m 3 n) x T 
for each n E o. Then F, $0. Since 
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and each {(s,, t,)} is open and closed, F, is basically w1 -closed. Suppose that there 
exists {Z,},,, c Z( Y) such that F” c 2” for each n and nnao 2” = 0. We can assume 
that Zn 2 Z,,+l, n E o, without loss of generality. Since Z,, n (X x (0)) is a zero-set 
in X x {0}, we can find a continuous function fn : X + [0,2-“1 such that fn(x) = 0 if 
and only if (x, 0) E Zn. Define f = I/(&,, fn); then f is continuous. Since Zn n 
(X x (0)) # 0 for each n and 2” 4 0, f is unbounded, which contradicts pseudocom- 
pactness of X. Hence, Y is not a C(w )-space. 0 
The example answers the question asked by Blair and Hager in [4, p. 581. The 
statement remains true, with the same proof, if J(w) is replaced by the space of 
rationals or that of irrationals. 
In [4, Theorem 3.21, Blair and Hager proved that if X is a separable, metric 
space, then X x Y is z-embedded in PX x /3Y in each of the following cases: (1) 
X is locally compact; (2) Y is discrete; (3) Y is a P-space; and (4) Y EOZ The 
following theorems unify and generalize their result. 
Tbeorem 5.1. A space Y is an R(w )-space if and oniy if X x Y is z-embedded in 
/3X x /3 Y for each separable, metric space X. 
Proof. The “if” part follows from Theorem 3.3. To prove the “only if” part, let Y 
be an R( &space and X a separable, metric space. Then, by Theorem 3.3, X x Y 
is z-embedded in X x PY. Since PC(X) G wl, it follows from Theorem 3.12 that 
X x p Y is z-embedded in PX x PY Hence, the proof is complete. Cl 
The equivalence (a) c* (c) in the following theorem was proved by Blair and Hager 
in [4]; we include (c) here for completeness ake. The implication (a) + (b) fo!!ows 
from Theorem 5.1 and (b) + (c) is clear. 
eorem 5.2. The following conditions on a space X are equivalent: 
(a) X is a separable, metric space. 
(b) X x Y is z-embedded in PX x 6 Y for each R( o ) -space Y. 
(c) X x Y is z-embedded in PX x p Y for each discrete space Y. 
. A basically disconnected space [7), or more generally, a space in which 
the closure of each cozero-set is a zero-set is an R(w)-space. The latter spaces were 
investigated by Cigogidze in [5] under the name of almost SEepin spaces. 
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eore .3. A space Y is a C(o)-space ifand only ifX x Y is z-embedded in/3X x 6 Y 
ji?w each a-locally compact, separable, metric space X. 
f. Since the metric space J(w) is a-locally compact and separable, the “if” 
part follows from Theorem 3.8. The “only if” part is a consequence of Theorems 
3.8 and 3.12. Cl 
The following conditions on a space X are equivalent: 
(a) X is a o-locally compact, separable, metric space. 
(b) X x Y is z-embedded in PX x /3 Y for each C(w)-space Y. 
(c) X x Y is z-embedded in PX x /3 Y for each paracompact space Y. 
roof. The implication (a) + (b) follows from Theorem 5.3, (b) + (c) is obvious, and 
(c) + (a) follows from Theorems 4.3 and 5.2. Cl 
Along this line, we state one more theorem; the “only if” part was proved by 
Blair and Hager in [4] and the “if” part follows from Theorems 4.5 and 5.2. 
Theorem 5.5. A space X is a locally compact, separable, metric space if and only if 
X x Y is z-embedded in PX x p Y for each space Y 
We conclude this paper with the following theorem proved by Terada as an 
application of Theorem 4.1. 
eorem 5.6 (Terada). l%e following conditions on a space X are equivalent: 
(a) X is a metric space. 
(b) XX YEOz for each YEOL 
(c) X x p Y E Oz for each discrete space Y 
roof. (a)+(b). Let 9 =Un,, 3, be a base of X such that each 99, is a locally 
finite, open cover of X and diameter B s 2-” for each B E %,,. Let YE 
open set in X x Y. By [2, Theorem 5.11, it suffices to prove that clx, yG E 2(X x Y). 
For each BE 3, define 
FB = cl v( ?ry[(clxB x Y) n G]); 
then FB is regular closed, and hence F’ E Z( Y) by [2, Theorem 5.11. For each n E w, 
Put 
Z,, = u {clxB x I$: BE 93,). 
Since X is a metric space, there is a locally finite, open cover { UB: B E 98n) of X 
such that clxB c Us for each E E 9,. This combined with Lemma 1.2 shows that 
Zn E 2(X x Y). By the definition of Z,,, clxx vG c n,,Ew Z,,. To prove the converse, 
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let (x, y) E (X x Y) -cl,, &. Choose a neighborhood U x V of (x, y) such that 
(Ux V)nG=@ and rn~o with 2-” <p(x, X - U), where p is the metric on X. 
Then, B E 98, and x E clxB imply clxB c U, because diameter B < 2-“. This means 
that (x, y)e Zm. Hence, clxx& =nnao 2” E 2(X x Y). 
(b)+(c). Since /3Y E z for each discrete space Y, this is obvious. 
(c) + (a). For each discrete space Y, since X x Y is open in X x /3 Y, it is z- 
embedded in X x BY by (c). Hence, it follows from Theorem 4.1 that X is 
me&able. Cl 
The author would like to thank T. Terada for allowing him to include Theorem 
5.6 here. He is also grateful to S. Fujii, who pointed out an error in the first version. 
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